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MEMORANDUM 

To: Users of 'Procedures for Initiating Nanative Biological Criteria" 

Regarding: Ouidance for the development of nanative biological criteria 

From: Margarcte Stasikowski, Dimtor 
Health and Ecological Criteria Division 
Office of Science and Technology 
U.S. EPA 

This guidance was written in response to quests from many State water resource 
agencies for specific information about EPA expectations of them as they prepare narrative 
biological criteria for the assessment of their surface water resources. 

The array of State experiences with this form of water quality evaluation extends from 
almost no experience in some c a m  to national leadership roles in others. It may therefore, be 
that some readers will find this information too involved, while others will feel it is too basic. 
To the latter we wish to express the sincere hope that this material is a fair approximation of 
their good examples. To the former, we emphasize that there is no expectation that a State just 
entering the process will develop a full blown infrastructure overnight. The intent is to outline 
both the initiation and the subsequent implementation and application of a State program based 
on commonly collected data as a starting point. User agencies arc encounged to progress 
through this material at their own best pace as needs and resources determine. 

Specific advice, clarification and assistance may be obtained from the U.S. EPA Regional 
Offices by consultation with the designated resource personnel listed in the appendix to this 
document. 

Attachment 



Purpose of this Paper 

The Biological Criteria Rogrm was initiated by EPA in response to re-
search and interesl genmted over the last several years by Agency, State, 

and academic investigators. Ihi,interest has k e n  documented in several re-
ports and conference proceedings that were ihe basis for nration of the pro- 
gram and for the preparation of Biologhl Cn'tmfa Natioml h p a m  Guidnnccjor 
SuIfocc W a t m  (U.S. Environ. Rot. Agency, 19Wa). The overall concept and 
'narrative biological criteria' are described in that guide. 

&cause establishing narrative criteria is an important first step in the pro- 
cess, the material that follows here is intended to be an elaboration upon and 
clarification of the tern narrative biological criteria as used in the guide. The 
emphasis here is on a practical, applied approach with particular attention to 
cosl considerations and the need to introduce the material to readers who may 
not be familiar with the program. 

Introduction and Background 

Biological monitoring, awssment and the resultant biological criteria tep-
resent the current and increasingly sophisticated process of an evolving 

water quality measurement technology. This process spans almost 200 years in 
North America and the entire 20 years of EPA responsibility. 

The initial efforts in the 1700's to monitor and respond to human impacts 
on watercourses were based on physical observations of sediments and debris 
discharged by towns, commetdal operations, and ships in port (Capper, et al. 
1983). 

Later, chemical analyses were developed to measure less directly observ- 
able events. With industrialization, increasing technology, and land develop- 
ment pressures, both types of monitoring were incorporated into the body of Iour State and Federal public health and environmental legislation. 

Valuable as these methods were, early investigations and compliance with 
water quality standards relied primarily on water column measurements re- 
flecting only conditions at a given time of sampling. Investigators and manag- 
ers have long recognized this limitation and have used sampling of resident 
organisms in the streams, rivers, lakes, or estuaries to enhance their under- 
standing of water resource quality over a greater span of time. During the past 
20 years, this biological technique has become increasingly sophisticated and 
reliable and is now a necessary adjunct to the established physical and chemi- 
cal measures of water resources quality. In fact, the Clean Water Act states in 
Section 101 (a) that the objective of the law is to ratore and maintain t k  ckmi -  
cal, physical, and biological integrity of thc Nation's waters. 

EPA has therefore concluded that biological assessment and consequent bi- 
ological mileria are an appropriate and valuable complement'to the Nation's 
surface water management programs. This added approach not only expands 
and refines this management effort, it is also consistent with the country's 
growing concern that the environment must be protected and managed for 
more than the legitimate interests of human health and welfare. The protection 



of healthy ecosystems is  part of EPA's responsibility and is indeed related to 
the public's welfare. Fish, shellfish, wildlife, and other indigenous flora and 
fauna of our surface waters q u i r e  protection as intrinsic components of the 
natural system. Inherent to the Biological Criteria Rogram is the restoration 
and protection of this 'biological integrity" of our waters. 

A carefully completed survey and subsequent assessment of these mident 
organisms in mlatively undisturkd ueu m e a l  not only the character, e.g, 
biological Integrity, of a natural, healthy waterbody, they alw provide a bench- 
mark or biologid criterion against which similar systems may be comparrd 
where degradation is suspected. Biological measurements also help mord  
waterbody changes over time with less potential temporal variation than 
physical or chemical approaches to water quality measurement. Thus, they 
can be used to help determine 'existing aquatic life uses' of waterbodin re-
quiring protection under State management programs. 

This document elaborates on the initiation of narrative biological criteria 
as described in B i d o g h l  Criteria Natbnal Progmm Guidoncefiw Surfau Waters. 
Future guidance documents will provide additional technical information to 
facilitate development and implementation of both narrative and numerical 
criteria for each of the surface water types. 

11 Narrative Biological Criteria 

The first phase of the program is the dwelopment of 'narrative biological 
criteria". These are essentially skatements of intent incorporated in State 

water laws to formally consider the fate and status of aquatic biological com- 
munities. Officially stated, biological criteria are '. . .numnical values or w-
rative expressions that describe the reference biological integrity of aquatic 
communities inhabiting wateni of a given designated aquatic life use' (U.S. 
Environ. Rot. Agency, 1990a). 

While a nmative criterion does not stipulate that numerical indices or 
other population parameters be used to indicate a particular lwel of water 
quality, it does rely upon the use of standard measures and data analyses to 
make qualitative determinations of the midmt  communities. 

The State, Tenitory, or Reservation should not only carefully compose the 
narrative biological aiteria statement but should also indicate how its applica- 
tion is to be accomplished. The determination of text (how the narrative biw 
logical criteria ate written) and measurement procedutes (how thecriteria will 
be applied) is up to the individual States in consultation with EPA. Some de- 
gree of standardization among States sharing common regions and waters wiU 
be in their best interests. This regional coordination and cooperation could 
help improve efficienv, reduce costs, and expand the data base available to 
each State so that management determinations can be made with greater cer- 
tainty. 



II 
Aftdbutes of A Sound Narratlvo Crltorla Statement II 

A narrative biological criterion should: 

1. Support the goals of the Clean Water Act to provide for the protection 
and propagation of fish, shellfish and wildlife, and to restore and 
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the 
Nation's waters; 

2. 	 Protect the most natural biological community possible by 

emphasizing the protection of its most sensitive components. 


3. 	 Refer to specific aquatic, marine, and estuarine community 
charactezjstics that must be present for the waterbody to meet a 
particular designated use, e.g., natural diverse systems with their 
mpective communities or tsxa indicated; and then. 

4. 	 Include measum of the community characteristics, based on sound 
scientific principles, that are quantifiable and written to protect and or 
enhance the designated use; 

5. 	In no case should impacts degrading existing uses or the biological 
integrity of the waters be authorized. 

An Example of A Narrative Blocrlterla Statement 

'Ihe State will presewe, protect, and restore the water resources of [name 
of Rate) in their most natural condition. The condition of these waterbodies 
shall be determined from the measures of physical, chemical, and biological 
characteristics of each surface waterbody type, according to its designated use. 
As a component of these measurements, the biological quality of any given 
water system shall be assessed by comparison to a reference condition(s) 
based upon similar hydrologic and watershed characteristics that represent 
the optimum natural condition for that system. 

Such reference conditions or reaches of water courses shall be those ob-
sewed to support the greatest variety and abundance of aquatic life in the re- 
gion as b expeaed to be or has been historically found in natural settings 
essentially undisturbed or minimally disturbed by human impacts, dwelop- 
m a t ,  or discharges. This condition shall be determined by consistent sun-
pling and reliable measures of selected indicative communities of flora and/or 
fauna as established by. .  .[appropriate State agency or agencies1 . . .and may 
be used in conjunction with acceptable chemical, physical, and mirrobil 
water quality measurements and records judged to be appropriate to this pur- 
Po=. 

Regulations and other management efforts relative to these criteria shall 
be consistent with the objective of p m s e ~ n g .  protecting, and restoring the 
most natural communities of fish, shellfish, and wildlife attainable in these 
waters; and in all cases shall protect against degradation of the highest exist- 
ing or subsequently attained uses or biological conditiom pursuant to State 
antidegradation requirements. 



Data Oatherlng to Establish m d  Support Nawatlve 
Blologlcal Crlterla 

A State med not spedfically list in the narrative statement the rampling 
pnxedures and parameters to be employed, but it should identify and charge 
the appropriate administrative authority with this responsibility as indicated 
parenthetically in the preceding example. 

The selection and sampling process, certainly at the outset, should be sim-
ple, reliable, and cost effective. In many instances existing data and State pro- 
cedures will be adequate to initiate a biological criteria program, but there is 
no limitation on the sophistication or rigor of a State's proctdureo. 

In reviewing existing procedures and in designing new ones, it is impor-
tant that the plazming group include the water resource managers, biologists, 
and chemists directly Involved with the resourcebase. They should be the pri- 
mary participants born the outaet to help m u m  that the data bw and de- 
rived infonnation adequately support the decisions to be made. . 

The State may choose to create procedures and regulations more complex 
and complete than are indicated here; however. the basic design and method- 
ology should include the following elements: 

I 
8 1. Resourco Inventory. A field review of State water resource 

conditions and a first hand documentation of the status of water qud- 
ity relative to the use designation categories ('XIS@)" reports) are es- 
sential to provide reliable data for the selections of reference sites, test 
sites, and for setting program priorities. 

I2. Spoclfla 0bJectlv.s and Smmpllnp Doslpn. States will 
need to design a system identifying 'natural, unimpacted" referen- 
sources appropriate to each surface waterbody type in each of the des- 
ignated use categories in the State (e.g., streams, lakes and reservoirs, 
rivers, wetlands, estuaries and coastal waters) and the use categories 
(see example, Page 8) for each grouping of these waterbody types. 
Sources for defining reference condition may include historical data 
sets, screening surveys, or a consensus of experts in the region of inter- 
est, particularly in significantly disrupted areas as discussed later (see 
item 6, page 7). 

Because natural water courses do not always follow political 
boundaries, the most effective approach may be a joint or group effort 
between two or more States. Where this coordination and cooperation 
is possible, it may produce a superior data base at less cmt than any 
individual State effort. EPA is working through its regional offices to 
assist in the development of such joint operatiow through the use of 
ecoregions and subregions (Gallant et al. 1988). Regional EPA biolo- 
gists and water quality or standards coordinators can advise and assist 
with these interstate cooperative efforts. 

In any case, reference sites or sources for each waterbody type, 
subcategory of similar waters, and designated use category will be 
needed. These may be drawn from 'upsbeam' locations, 'far field" 
transects or selected nearby or 'ecoregional' sites representative of rel- 



atively unimpaded, highest quality natural settings (U.S. Environ. 
Prot. Agency, 1990a). 

Care must be taken to q u a t e  comparable physical characteristics 
when selecting reference sites for the waterbodies to be evaluated. For 
example, a site on a piedmont stream cannot be the reference source 
against which sites on a coastal plain stream a n  compared; similarly, 
coastal tidal and nontidal wetlands should not be compared. 

I h e  organisms to be collected and communities sampled should 
represent an m a y  of sensitivities to be as responsive and informative 
as possible. An example would be to collect fish, invertebrates repre- 
senting both insects and shellfish, and perhaps macrophytn as ele- 
ments of the sampling scheme. 

8 3. Collection methods. The same sampling techniques should 
always be employed at both the reference sites and test sites and 
should be consistent as much as possible for both spatial and temporal 
conditions. For example, a consistent seining or electroshocking tech- 
nique should always be used in collecting fish over the same length of 
stream and with the same degree of effort using the same gear. In ad- 
dition, the sampling area must be representative of the entire reach or 
waterbody segment. The temporal conditions to be considered indude 
not only such factors as the length of time spent towing a trawl at a 
constant speed but also extend to the times of year when data are gath- 
ered. 

Seasonality of life cycles and natural environmental pressures 
must be addressed to make legitimate evaluations For example, the 
spring hatch of aquatic insects is usually avoided as a sampling period 
in favor of more stable community conditions later in the summer. 
Conversely, low nutrient availability in mid-summer may temporarily 
but cyclically reduce the abundance of estuarine or marine benthos. 
Dissolved oxygen cycles are another seasonal condition to consider as 
are migratory pattems of some fish and waterfowl. The entire array of 
temporal and spatial patterns must be accommodated to avoid incon- 
sistent and misleading data gathering. 

Processing and analysis of the collected specimens is usually based 
on the number and identity of laxa collected and the number of indi- 
viduals per taxon. This preliminary information is the foundation of 
most of the subsequent analytical processes used to evaluate commu- 
nity composition. In the course of examining and sorting the plants or 
animals, notations should be made of any abnormal gross morphologi- 
cal or pathological conditions such as deformities, tumors or lesions. 
This information on disease and deformities in itself can be an impor-
tant assessment variable. 

Taxonomic sorting can also be the basis for functional groupings of 
the data, and preservation of the specimens allows for the option of 
additional analyses after the field season is concluded. 

Table 1 is not all inclusive in the sense of a thorough biolog~cal in. 
vestigetion, but it does represent an injtial approach to the selection of 
parameters for biological assessment to support the narrative criteria. 
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4. Quallty Contd .  Much of the analytical potential and 
strength of any conclusions reached will depend upon the precision 
and accuracy of sampling techniques and data handling procedures. 
Rigorous attention should therefore be given to the design and consis- 
tency of data gathering techniques and to the training and evaluation 
of field and laboratory staff. Data cataloging and record keeping pro- 
cedures also'must be carefully designed and strictly adhered to by aU 
parties involved. EPA Regional Office personnel can provide advice 
and Agency guidance manuals on this subject; an example is the 1990 
field and laboratory manual by the U.S. Enviro~lental Protection 
Agency, (1990b). Similarly, many States already have excellent quality 
assurance pmcedures that can be used as a foundation for their biolog- 
ical criteria program. 

5. An8lflic.l Prooedumm The usual approach to biological 
analyses is to identify the presence of impairment and establish the 
probability of k i n g  certain in that judgment. 

For example, if there is a significant increase in the number of de- 
formed or diseased organisms, and a significant decrease in the taxa 
andlor individuals and in sensitive or intolerant taxa -given that the 
vhvsical habitats and collection techniaua are eauivalent - then the 
;tidy site may be presumed to be degrided. This'conclusion will have 
f u h e r  support if ihe trend holds true over time; is also supported by 
applicable chemical or physical data; or if probable sources are identi- 
f&d. The apparent source br sources of pe&bation should then be in-
veatigated and further specific diagnostic t a t s  conducted to establish 
cause. Remedial action may then follow through regulatory or other 
appropriate management procedures. 

6 



8. Refomnw Condltlon and Crlt.rl8 lor Slonl(lcanlly Dl.-

ruptod Are-. In regions of significantly disrupted land use such as 

arcas of intensive agricultural or urbanlsuburban development, the 

only data baseavailable to sewe asa reference condition might be sim- 

ply 'the best of what is ieft." To establish criteria on this basiswould 

mean an unacceptabk lowering of water quality objectives and de 

facto acceptance of degraded conditions as the norm; or worse, as the 

goal of water quality management. Ilw alternative would be to estab- 

lish perhaps impossible goals to restore the water system to pristine, 

pre-development conditions. 


A rational solution avoiding these two pitfalls is to establish the 

r e f m n a  condition from the body of historical research for the mgion 

and the corucnsus opinion of a panel of qualified water rrsource a-

perts. The panel, selected in consultation with EPA,should be required 

tq establish an objective and reasonable expectation of the restorable 

(achievable) water resource quality for the @on. The determination 

would become the basis of the biological criteria selected. 


Consistent with State antidegradation requirements, the best exist- 

ing conditions achieved since November 28,1975 [see 40 CFR 131.3(c) 

and 131.12(a)tl)l must be the lowest acceptable status for interim con- 

sideration while planning, managing. and regulating to meet the 

higher criteria established above. In this way reasonable progress can 

be made to improve water quality without making unrealistic de- 

mands upon the community. 


Application of Blologioal Criterl. to  State Surface 
Water Use Attainability Procedures II 

Another application of the data collected is in helping define the desig- 
nated uses to be achieved by comparing all test sites relative to the benchmark 
of reference conditions established per designated u x  category. Biological cri-
teria can be used to help define the level of protection for 'aquatic life use" 
designated uses for surface watets. These criteria also help determine relative 
improvement or decline of water resource quality, and should be equated to 
appropriate reference site conditions as closely as possible. Determinations of 
attainable uses and biological conditions should be made in accordance with 
the requirements stipulated in !Section 131.10 of the EPA Walw Quality Stan-
dards Regutations (40 CFR 131). A hypothetical State-designated use category 
system might be as follows: 

Class A: Ulghost qumllty or Special C 8 t 0 g 0 ~  State waters. In-
dudes those designated as unique aesthetic or habitat resources and 
fisheries, especially protected shellfish waters. No discharges of any 
kind and no significant landscape alterations are permitted in the 
drainage basins of these waters. Naturally occurring biological life 
shall be attained, maintained, and protected in aU respects. (Indica- 
tor sensitive mident species might be designated to help define 
each class, e.g., trout, some darters, mayflies, oysters, or clams, etc.) 

CI8SS 6; nld, qu8Mty Waters Su lbb l~  for body COhtaot. Only 
highly treated nonimpacting discharges and land development with 



~ k . 8ct aood qwuty water but m o o t 4  by NMW from pn 
valllng dmvelo~odland we.. Shore zones are protected, but buffer 

I 
wnes are not as extensive as Class 8. Highly treated, well-diluted 
final eftluent pnnitled. Existing aquatic We and community com-
position shall be pmtected and no further degradation of the aquatic 
communities is allowed. (Indicator sensitive species might be sun-
fish, caddisflies, or blue crabs, etc.) 

I 
well established riparian vegetative buffer zones are allowed. Natu-
rally occurring biological life shall be protected and no degradation 
of the aquatic communities of these w a t m  is allowed. (Indicator 
sensitive species might be suckers and darters, aoneflies, or soft-
shelled clams, etc.) 

I1 waters 
I 

~1.8.0: ~0we.t q w i t y  w a t ~in st.te9. IIO~IOIU~O~ 1180aye  
tem. Ambient water quality must be or become sufficient to support 
indigenous aquatic life and no further degradation of the aquatic 
community is allowed. Structure and function of aquatic community 
must be preserved, but species composition may differ from Class C 

8 

Since all States have some form of designated use classification system, 
bioassessment procedures can be applied to each surface water type by class 
and the information used to help determine relative'management success or 
failure. In concert with other measurements, bioassessments and biocriteria 
help determine designated use attainment under the Clean Water Act. This at-
tainment or nonattainment in turn determines the need for or the conditions 
of such regulatory requirements as total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) and 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits. In addi-
tion, biological assessments based on these biological criteria can be used to 
help meet sedion 305@)of the Clean Water Art, which requires periodic re-
ports from the Slates on the status of their surface water resources. The proce-
dure also can be used to support regulatory actions, detect previously 
unidentified problems, and help establish priorities for management projects 
(see 'Additional Applications of Biological Criteria," Page 10). 

Table 2 is a simplified illustration of this approach to evaluating compn. 
hemive surface water quality conditions by each designated use to help deter-
mine and report 'designated use attainment' status. 

It is important to construct and calibrate each table according to consistent 
regional and habitat conditions. 

Using quanStative parameters or metric6 derived from the data base and 
the reference condition, standings in the tables can be established from which 
relative status can be defined. This material can eventuaJly serve as the basis 
for numeric biological criteria. 

A well-refined quantitative approach to the narrative process can be ad-
ministratively appended to the States' preexisting narrative criteria to meet fu-
ture needs for numeric criteria. This can be accomplished fairly easily by 
amending the narrative statement, as illustrated on page 3, to include a desig-
nated regulatory responsibility for the appropriately identified agency. The 
advantage of this approach is as changes in the supportive science evolve, the 
criteria can be appropriately adjusted. 
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Further, the compiling of physical and chemical data with the biological 
data fadlitates comprehensive evaluations and aids in the investigation of 
causes of evident water quality declines. Having the numbers all in one place 
helps the water resource manager assess conditions. However, it is important 
to note that none of these parameters should supercede the others in manage- 
ment or regulations because they have unique as well as overlapping attri- 
butes. Failure of a designated site to meet any one of a State's physical, 
chemical, or biological criteria should be perceived as sufficient justification 
for corrective action. 

One other note on the use of biological criteria is important. The data gath- 
ered should be comprehensively evaluated on a periodic basis. This gives the 
manager an opportunity to assess relative monitoring and management suc- 
cess, monitor the condition of the reference sites, and adjust procedures ac- 
cordingly. As conditions improve, it will also be important to reassess and 
adjust the biological criteria. This may bc particularly appropriate in the case 
of 'significantly disrupted areas' discussed earlier. 



Addltlonal Appllcatlons of Blologlcal CrJtorSa 

A s  shown in the previous illustrations, narrative biological criteria a n  
have many applications to the management and enhancement of surface water 
quality. 

8 Iletlnmont and augmnIa8lond oxlstlng watorbody monltor-
Ins (~ocodwo&With between UX)and 500 new chemicals entering 
the market annually, it is impossible to develop chemical criteria 
that a d d m  them dl. Further, synergism between even regulated 
chemicals meeting existing standards may ma te  d e p d e d  wndi-
tions downstream that are identiable only by using biological mon-
itoring and criteria. Thus. the approach may help identify and 
correct problems not previously ~ c o g n i z ~ d .  

Nen-ohomlcalImp.lnnonts (e.g., degradation of physical habitats, 
changes in hydrologic conditions, stocking, and harvesting) can be 
identified. Remediation of these impairments, when they are the pri-
mary factor, can be less expensive and more relevant than some 
point source abatements. 

8 Watwbody management dulslonmaklnp. By loviewing an array 
of diverse parameters in a comprehensive manner, the decisionma-
ker is able to make better judgments. The strengths of this diversity 
can be used to determine with greater confidence the resources to 
assign to a given waterbody or p u p s  of watedxdies in the alloca-
tion of scarce manpower or funds. The information can also be used 
to set priorities where required by law, such as section 303(d) of the 
Clean Water Act, or to help guide regulatory decisions. 

In conjunction with nutrient, chemical, and sediment parame-
ters, biological information and criteria are an important tool for wa-
tershed investigations.The combined data helps the manager select 
areas of likely nonpoint as well as point soums of pertebation and 
makes it possible to focus remedial efforts on key subbasins. 

8 Rbgulstoyaspect. Once established to the satisfaction of the State 
and EPA, the biocriteria pnxess may be incorporated in the State's 
system of regulations as part of its surfact water quality protection 
and management program. Biological assessment and criteria can 
become an important additional tool in this context as the Nation in-
creasingly upgrades the quality of our water resources. 

Porspectlve of the Future: Implementing 
Blologlcal CrlterSa 

This guide to narrative biological criteria was composed with the fiscal 
and technical constraints of all the States, Territories, and Reservations in 
mind. The array of vientific options available to biological a e s m e n t  and d-
teria illustrated here is by no means exhaustive, and many jurisdictions wiU 
prefer a more involved approach. In no way is this guide intended to restrain 
States from implementing more detailed or rigorous pmgrams. In fact, we 
welcome comments and suggestions for additional techniques and parameters 
to consider. 



The basic approach discussed here, while cumpiled to be the least de- 
manding on State budgets, equipment, and manpower pools, consists of a reli- 
able, reproducible scientific method. The metricr considered should not be 
restricted to those illustrated in this guide. Rather, they should be dweloped 
from the expertise of State biologists and water resource managers -perhaps 
in concert with cdlesgues in neighboring States for a coordinated regional ap- 
proach to waterbodies and natural biological regions that cross political 
boundaries. Good science should be applied to a realistic appraisal of what 
can actually be accomplished, and the EPA regional office specialists, listed on 
the following pages, can assist in such assessments and coordination. For 
more detailed discussions of sampling and analytical methods, the reader is 
also referred to the references appended to this text. 

The structure for narrative biological criteria described here is an appro- 
priate interim step for the eventual development of numeric biological criteria. 
Ihe  infrastructure developed now may be expanded and refined to meet fu-
.turn needs. 
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U.S. EPA Regional Sources of 
Technical Assistance 
RCOlON 1: IFK F d e n l  Building, Boston, M A  02203 


Regional Bidogirt: Pete Nolan/Celeste &IT (617) 860-4343 

MhIo r ing  Cuordiwla: Dl- Swilzcr (617) &XU377 

Wakr Qualily Standard( Ccudiwtor: t i c  HaU (617) W 3 U 3  


REQION & 26 FedmlPlaza, New Yo& NY 10278 

iL@'amIBidel:JimKutienbvh (908) 32147l6 

Mmn'torikgCmrb'ma: Randy &run (908) 3214692 

Wakr QwIlity Slander& C d m l a :  Felix Loclnm (212) 2SS49l 


RCOION 3: MI Chestnut Street, Philrdelphia, PA 19107 

Rrg im l  B i d w t :  Ron R a t o n  (304)233-2315 

MoniMing Ccurb'mla: Chuck YInNky (215) 5W4176 

Watw Qualily Slcmdar& Cmrdiwloc Hckne Dmgo (215) 597-9911 


REQION 4: 345 Counland Smel, NE,Allanla. CA  30365 

R r p o ~ l&dogtsl. Hoke H o w a d l j m y  Stokr lW~l l iam Peltier (706) 54622% 

Monrtoo'np Cmdrmlor. Luinda Tewelt (706)347-2126 


REOIOW & 230 South Dcarbom S m i ,  Chicago. ILt0600 
ILm~owlBidonirl: Chulcr Ueiner (312) 353-WO 
~ o n i l o n n ~  (3lZ)@M-6233~&diwtor:  Donna ~ i i l i a m s  

Wolw Owlilv Standor& Cmrdr~ lo r r  David Pfiekr (312) 353-9024 


Tom Simon (3i2) 353-8341 


REOION 61 1445 Ross Avenue. Suite 1200, DaUas. TX 75202 

Rrg im l  Bidogist. Evan HomiglPhilip CnxlvrlTeny Hollisler (214) 655-2289 

Monitoring Ccudiwloc Charles Howdl (214) 6551289 

Warn Qwlily Standards Cmrdiwlm: Cheryl Ovrntml(214) 655-7145 


U O I O N  > 726 Minnesota Avenue, Kansas Cily, KS 66101 

R r m o ~ lB~dms t  Michael Tuckrr/Carv WeIkrr 1913) 551 .SO00 

~ G i t o n n gdimto tor John Helvig (9i3) 551-503.2 

W a h  Qwlhly S f a l r r b  C a d i ~ r  Uwnncr  Shepard ,913) 551.7441 


REOION Or 99918th Street, Suite 500, Denver, CO 80202-2405 

R r @ m lBdogrd Lop Parnsh (303) 23b50M 

Monrtonng Ccudtwlor Phil J O ~ N O ~(303) 293-1581 

Warn Qwftty Slandardr Comd~w~or Bill Wuerthtlc (303) 293-1586 


RLOION s: 75 Hawlhorne Street, Sdn Francisco, CA 94105 

R~@oMIB~dogtsl. Peter Hurby (415) 744-1488 

Monitoring CoordiMlor: Cd Liu (415) 744-2006 

Walrr Qwlity Slandarda Cwrdirnrlor. Phillip Woods (415) 744-1957 


REOlON 108 1200 Sixth Avenue, Seattlc, WA 98101 

ReponaI 81dog1sI loecph Cumrnlw (206) 871-0748. a t .  1247 

Mon81oon~Ccud~nnlor Crnchm H~YILIPR06)553-1685 


WUWUARTERS: 401 MStmet SW, Biocritcrid Program (WH586). 
Washington, DC2 W 0  

Rograrn Candiwmm. George Gibson (2U?)260-7580 
Susan jackson (202)W1800 

U O m~dd rnsw'&di s  lbEPARrflonaI me;pcrmnnl indiwlrd may k lor~trdal 
~ar t l l~ t rfaolrtrrs 




